
The amount of archery equip-
ment from which today’s
bowhunter has to choose is

often daunting to even the most
knowledgeable among us. However
for those that are new to the sport or
looking to upgrade after many years
of shooting an older rig, selecting the
proper equipment can be an over-
whelming and at times an intimidat-
ing experience. 

To better understand how a
potential bowhunter feels when he
walks into a well stocked archery pro
shop I thought backwards to the time
I went to buy my first computer, a rel-
atively new item at that time. Now
admittedly it was some time ago and
although I won’t tell you how many
years it was I will tell you that the
computer had a crank. To make a
long story short I thought that if I had
one of those “new fangled computer
things” I could do my work faster and
I was anxiously looking forward to
owning this amazing tool. Well the
burning enthusiasm for my new pur-
chase was soon dampened as the
young salesman asked me how I
wanted the computer configured
using terms such as floppy drives,
dual drives, hertz, bytes, tractor dri-
ven printers, programs and various
connection cables. While these terms
are commonplace today at that time
they were on the cutting edge of
outer space to most people. I walked
out of that store feeling over-
whelmed, depressed, and stupid and
with my money still in my pocket.

It took me one year before I ner-
vously entered another store in
search of a computer. Although this
time I was slightly better prepared
something else more important hap-
pened. This time the salesman asked
me what I intended to do with the
computer. After a short conversation
he learned my needs, intended use
and capabilities as well as my budget.
Next he discussed what equipment

he felt would work best for me and
showed me the model he recom-
mended to fill my needs. After he
gave me a hands-
on demonstra-
tion, he assured
me that getting
the equipment
set-up in my
home would be
simple as he had a
preprinted instal-
lation diagram
that I could follow.
I left that store
with my new com-
puter in hand feel-
ing exited, confi-
dent and more
important to the
retailer, I left with
my money in his
pocket. It was a
situation where
both the retailer
and I benefited,
and it was 180
degrees from what
I experienced on
my first attempt to
buy a computer. 

In many ways
my computer
experience is
exactly what faces
many potential
b o w h u n t e r s
today. For the
dealer it is an
excellent oppor-
tunity to not only
make a sale but to
make a loyal cus-

tomer as well. One of the secrets to
building loyal customers is being
able to identify and satisfy their
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Bow Packages
Gain in Popularity 

By John Kasun

Rusty Ogden, Archery Manager for A&A Supply in Amherst,
Virginia checks over a bow package that he put together for a
potential customer. A&A Supply sells manufacturers packages as
well assembling packages from its own inventory of bows and
accessories.

Circle 26 on Response Card for T.R.U. Ball
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needs while recognizing the level of
help and input required. While expe-
rienced customers normally like to
see what’s new and pick the dealer’s
brain they often make their decisions
based upon their personal experi-
ence and needs. The new customer
or the one returning to the market
after a number of years welcomes
detailed advice and specific recom-
mendations. Bow packages and
accessory packages are well suited
for these customers as they narrow
down the decisions to be made and
offer tremendous time savings and
quicker sales, a benefit for both cus-
tomer and retailer. 

When operating my own pro
shop many years ago I kind of backed
into the advantages of bow packages.

I noticed that with each
new customer I went
through the same sales
pitch, giving the cus-
tomers his options as to
bow, sight quiver etc. At
the end of my rather
grand sales talk I realized
that the customers nor-
mally asked the same
question, “What do you
recommend?”  In 7 out of
10 sales I wound up sell-
ing the same package.
The problem was that I
now had to assemble the
equipment and set the
bow up which either
took my time off of the
sales floor, or required
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Here’s a look at how Parker Compound Bows creates packages.
ABOVE: Sam Wade checks to ensure the bow is within its weight
range while Donnie Blackwell installs wheels and cables on the
next bow coming through Parkers’ assembly line. While each tech-
nician on the line does his job he is also inspecting the work that
was done previously to ensure a quality product goes out the door.

LEFT: Josh Rowzie, a Parker in house technician, is installing a
string peep as he prepares this Outfitter Package for shipment to a
waiting dealer. Parker installs the accessories as well as adjusts the
arrow rest, nocking point, string peep and bowsight.

BELOW: These bow risers which will become Outfitter Packages
have had bowsights and arrow rest installed and are awaiting limb
installation. Each sight, rest, string peep and nocking point are pre-
set using jigs which provide the proper settings to ensure the bow
will perform when placed in the customers hands.

Circle 185 on Response Card
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that the customer return later to pick
up his assembled gear. It finally
dawned on me that if I simply put the
packages together ahead of time I
would save myself time and frustra-
tion. No one does that better today
then Rob Kaufhold, owner of
Lancaster Archery Supply, located in
Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 

LANCASTER 
ARCHERY SUPPLY

“Our use of bow and accessory
packages has dramatically increased
our turns and cut our time per sale in
half,” Kaufhold told ArrowTrade
Magazine. “To offer our customers
variety but still pre-assemble the
package we offer two different price
range accessory packages that can be
combined with five different bows.
That allows us to offer packages that
range in price from $199 to $599 dol-
lars. Normally a new customer’s first
purchase decision is based on price.

By offering this range we can match
their budget with the best combina-
tion of equipment. We find that once
you get above $599 the customer
spending that kind of money is more
knowledgeable and they have some-
thing specific in mind.”

“Our packages consist of every-
thing that the customer will need to
get started,” Kaufhold continued.
“We include sight, rest, quiver,
arrows, release, string peep, kisser
button, bow sling, etc. Depending
upon the cost of the package the
accessories may differ but everything
the customer needs will be included
with the exceptions of broadheads.
However we don’t just supply the
bow and accessories, we assemble
and adjust everything. We set up the
rest and nocking point, install the
string peep and set it to an average
dimension. We install the sight and
actually sight the bow in at 20 yards.
While we realize that some slight
adjustments may be required we
have the package roughed in to the
point that with some basic instruc-
tion the customer will be on the
paper with his first shot.”

“When dealing with a new shoot-
er the advantages of bow packages
are numerous,” said Kaufhold. “By
having several bow packages on the
wall ready to go we can get a bow into
the customer’s hands quickly and
have him on the range trying it out in
less time than it would take to put it
together while he waits. It also allows
us to pre-assemble the equipment
that will fit in any budget within the
price range of our packages. This
reduces our sales time per customer
allowing us to handle more people
during what is normally the busiest
time of the year. There is a major
benefit to the customer as well
because he gets the best combina-
tion of equipment for the money he
has to spend and is hitting the target
before he leaves the shop.”

“In addition to the obvious bene-
fits there is an important hidden ben-
efit,” smiled Kaufhold. “We break in
our new employees by having them
set up packages during our slow
times under the eyes of one of our
experienced sales staff. It gets them
familiar with the equipment and the

Circle 78 on Response Card

Lydia Huffer uses a box sized for  an
Outfitter Package. Parker offers  bows
individually but 75 to 80 percent of the
low to mid range priced bows are sold in
Outfitter packages. That percentage
drops to 30 percent for high end models
typically bought by experienced archers.
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proper set up procedures and
enables them to better answer ques-
tions when they are dealing with the
customers. That serves not only as
training but as efficient use of our
man-hours.”

In addition to building in-house
packages Lancaster Archery Supply
also stocks and sells bow packages as
supplied by manufacturers such as
some of those described below.

PARKER BOWS
Parker Bows actively promotes

pre-assembled bow packages.
However Parker likes to refer to them
as Outfitter Packages because they go
beyond simply adding accessories to
a bow. “Parker Bows developed
Outfitter Packages about eight years
ago,” commented Johnny Grace,
Parker’s Vice President of Sales and
Product Development. “We used the
same logic as that developed by
Knight Rifles with their muzzleload-
ing packages. Everything the hunter
needed was in the package and the
rifle had been bore sighted so the
shooters’ first shot was on the target.
Those packages got a lot of people
into muzzleloading that would have
normally thought the sport was too

complicated. We felt that
same logic would benefit
archery as well.”

“Originally we felt
that Outfitter Packages
would be best aimed at
retailers who were in the
mainstream of hunting
products but lacked
archery expertise such as
guns shops or some full
line sporting goods deal-
ers,” said Grace. “We did
not know if the archery
pro shops would accept
such a concept. Eight of
our bow models come
either as a separate bow
only or as an Outfitter
Package. For example
the customer can buy
our Hornet bow or our
Hornet Outfitter Package
which gives him the bow
complete with two hun-
dred dollars of acces-
sories for an overall sav-
ings of about one hundred dollars on
the combination.”

“Any of our bows that come in
the Outfitter Package have all the
accessories installed with the excep-

tion of the bow quiver which is
included and simply snaps in place,”
Grace added. “However we don’t just
install the accessories but we set the
bow up completely. We install the
nocking point, the string peep, adjust
the arrow rest, install the sight and
set the first sight pin for 20 yards. Just
like the Knight Rifle muzzleloading
kit the customer can take the bow out
of the box and hit the target.”

“While the Outfitter Package was
an instant hit with the consumer, I
must admit that the acceptance of
the Outfitter concept by the dealer
was overwhelming,” Grace contin-
ued. “But when you think about it the
Outfitter Package is great for the
dealer as well. The dealer saves at
least one and a half hours of set-up
and sales time per customer when
selling the Outfitter Packages. If we
project that over 100 bows it adds up
to almost four weeks of man-hours.
That’s money saved that goes directly
to the bottom line in increased prof-
its, not to mention a customer that is

Circle 7 on Response Card

Alpine Match Grade bow packages feature integrated
arrow rest and bowsights. The risers are machined specif-
ically to accept these Alpine-produced accessories for a
sleek look that can be appreciated by the customer.
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quickly satisfied.”
Parker’s sales figures indicate

that approximately 75 to 80 percent
of its low to mid priced range bows
and 30 percent of the high end bows
are sold as Outfitter Packages. In
comparison 98 percent of the cross-
bows were selling as Outfitter
Packages. The sales were tilted so
much in favor of the Crossbow
Outfitter Packages that the firm no
longer offers the crossbows separate-
ly.  Contact Parker Bow at (540) 337-
5426. 

ALPINE ARCHERY
“Alpine has been providing bow

packages for about six years now,”
said Vince Kite, Sales and Marketing
Director for Alpine Archery. “Our
experience has indicated that bow
packages are increasingly well
accepted by both the consumer and
the dealer. While we offer our bows
both as a stand alone unit and in a
package our figures indicate that
package sales are the most popular.
Our Frontier bow sales are about 80

percent packages while 60 percent of
our Denali and Avalanche models are
sold in our Match Grade packages.”

“The Frontier package includes
an Alpine Whisperflite drop-away
rest, Alpine Bear Claw bow quiver, a

Truglo sight, string silencers, limb
dampeners and an Alpine Pro Flex
stabilizer,” explained Kite. “This
quality package retails for between
$379 and $399. For those interested
in stepping up to the next level we
offer our Denali and Avalanche bows
in Match Grade packages. Our Match
Grades are not simply a bow with a
rest and sight attached. On the Match
Grades the bow risers are machined
specifically to accept a sight and rest
that are actually ‘built-into” the riser.
Customers and dealers alike love the
look of this custom fit and the slight
reduction in weight. While the Match
Grade risers are specifically
machined for these integrated acces-
sories they will also accept any con-
ventional accessory the customer
may choose to add in the future. Also
included in our Match Grade pack-
ages is our Tundra VX Damping
Package to silence the bow and elim-
inate vibration. The accessories
included in our Match Grade pack-
ages have an approximate $200 retail
value if purchased separately. It is
important to note that on our Match
Grade packages we do not include a
bow quiver. While some might ques-
tion that decision we prefer to leave
that option up to the customer. We
offer one piece and two piece quivers
as well as three, five and seven arrow
models. We feel the customer should
select the quiver that best suits his

47Circle 178 on Response Card

PSE offers four
Top Gun Accessory
Packages, includ-
ing the Pro Hunter,
Pro Hunter XL,
Mongoose and
Mongoose XL. The
Pro Hunter XL is
shown above with
its all-machined F-
18 sight. The  more
basic Mongoose
package at left
includes a injec-
tion-molded three
pin Glo sight.
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needs and hunting conditions.”
“We put a lot of work into balanc-

ing out our bow packages both in fea-
tures and price,” stressed Kite. “The
customer gets a matched package
that gives him the best value for the
money he has budgeted to spend.
However the savings realized by the
customer does not negatively impact
the dealer. We all realize that acces-
sories normally carry a high profit
margin. When we included acces-
sories in the bow package we adjust
the wholesale and retail price so the
dealer can maintain his overall profit
margin. However the bow package
gives the dealer another very impor-
tant benefit. A bow that comes from
the factory with accessories recom-
mended by the manufacturer is read-
ily accepted by the customer greatly
reducing the selling time involved.”
Contact Alpine Archery at (208) 746-
4717.

PRECISION 
SHOOTING EQUIPMENT

Precision Shooting Equipment’s
(PSE) catalog shows the bows with
optional accessories mounted and
notes the page in the catalog on
which more information about that

accessory can be
obtained. As the con-
sumer scans through the
catalog they are learning
what accessories are
suitable as well as being
pre-sold to a degree
making the dealer’s job
easier. PSE’s Deer
Hunter is offered as a
complete accessorized
package which includes
a Top Gun Glo Sight,
Mustang Arrow Rest and
Mongoose Bow quiver. 

PSE’s Pro Series offers their
Diablo, Triton and Bruin either as
stand alone bows or in fully acces-
sorized packages. All the packages
include arrow rest, sight, bow quiver,
stabilizer, string loop, string peep,
sling, and four Radial X Weave
Predator arrows. PSE is also offering
the Top Gun series accessories in
packages for installation on any PSE
or other brand bow. These packages
make it convenient for the dealer as
he can sell a “package” of accessories
reducing the time it takes to sell each
accessory individually. 

Jeni Carreon, Marketing
Assistant for PSE indicates that there
is an ever increasing interest in
archery packages. This is proven by
the popularity of the Pro Series of
which approximately 95 percent of
sales are in package form. PSE’s
crossbows are also offered in package
form with everything the hunter
needs included, with the exception of
broadheads. Contact PSE at; phone
520-884-9065 or at the web site
www.pse-archery.com.

How These Dealers
Sell Bow Packages

“The first thing I try to find out
from a customer is his intended use
and his budget,” said Steve Crist,
owner of W& W Novelty Co, a full line
sporting goods stores in Lynchburg,
Virginia. “Once I know his price
range it is easy to recommend a
package that will fit his needs. At one

time people thought of packages as
‘cheap’ but that perception has
changed. The Parker Outfitter pack-
ages we sell are of great quality and I
feel very comfortable in recommend-
ing and selling them. In our archery
department packages made up
about one third of our bow sales.”

“Packages made it easier for us
and the customer,” Crist continued.
“Normally a first time buyer is just
confused by all the choices available
when it comes to archery acces-
sories. Actually it is frustrating for the
dealer as well as the customer. After I
spend an hour showing a new cus-
tomer all the sights I have he will ask,
‘What do you recommend?’  It is not
that we are trying to rush the cus-
tomer or not educate him but we
know from past experience the
equipment that he will need to get
him started and stay within his bud-
get. Bow packages help us do that
and they also save us set up time. The
Parker Outfitters let me make the sale
and get the customer on his way in
record time allowing me to help the
next customer.”  

Rusty Ogden, Archery Manager
for A&A Supply in Amherst, Virginia
told ArrowTrade, “We sell bow pack-
ages direct from the manufacturer
and we make up our own. Actually
we first got into packages because we
found that the big box stores in our
area were selling them and many of
the customers who came into our
shop were thinking in terms of a

Steve Crist, right, owner of W & W Novelty Company, a full
line sporting goods stores in Lynchburg, Virginia shows a
bow package. Crist said about one-third of bows sold from
his business are sold as part of a package.

Circle 176 on Response Card
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package. Although packages are not
for every customer they do suit those
that are new to the sport or who are
not concerned about the current
trends and equipment.”

“Packages make sense for the
customer because they get every-
thing they need at a good price and
they know that total price going in,”
Ogden continued. “However on the
flip side they make sense for the deal-
er as well. It seems just when things
are the busiest someone will come
into the shop that is just getting into
bowhunting. While we want to take
all the time needed to help him out it
is tough when you are backed up four
deep at the counter. By the same
token he may feel self-conscious
about not understanding all the
options in selecting the equipment
and you may actually end up losing
the sale. Having a package ready to
go that fills his needs without drag-
ging him through the whole selection
process makes his purchase more
comfortable and you may have just
made a future loyal customer.”   

SUMMARY
While bow packages are not for

every customer they should be con-
sidered by every dealer. It is a strange
truth that while people like to have
choices they often do not like to
make decisions. In many ways the
bow packages solves both of these
problems. By structuring bow pack-
ages in such a manner as to offer dif-
ferent price points the customer’s
decision is based simply on his bud-
get. While some packages consist of
the bow and accessories only, others
include arrows as well. Packages are
easily customized by dealers who
make up their own or add to a manu-
facturer’s package. Adding to or alter-
ing packages also allows the dealer to
control the price range.

In addition to purchasing bow
packages for resale many dealers also
create their own packages. By select-
ing the accessories that they chose to
include in their packages and deter-
mining their usage they often go to
the manufacturer and negotiate a
volume price. At times this price
could be lowered by agreeing to a one
time shipment or accepting the

accessories in bulk eliminating
expensive packaging cost.

If you are still reluctant to stock
bow packages or think that your cus-
tomers will not accept them consider
this for a moment. While the auto-
motive industry offers many options
few are offered as a stand alone, they
typically are part of a package like the
different trim levels you can choose
on a Ford pickup. Today’s consumer
is mentally programmed to purchase
packages. While archery will always

be a custom sport there is plenty of
room for bow packages. 

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
writing duties, John Kasun is an out-
door seminar speaker and a business
consultant with experience in corpo-
rations large and small. He can be
reached at 126 Hickory Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.
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